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2. Should the Commission authorize multiple entrants, or a limited number thereof, relying upon diverse
market-oriented service providers to determine U.S. domestic needs? (Hughes was the leading proponent of
this view, but was supported by several other applicants, including RCA, Western Union and Western Tele-
Communications, Inc.).

3. What should be the appropriate role for AT&T, the monopoly domestic terrestrial operator?
4. Should Comsat be permitted to provide domestic service at all, since as the "U.S. designated entity" in

Intelsat, Comsat was limited to international communication services only?
5. Should entry be restricted based on critical, but subsidiary, policy issues, such as, should manufacturers or

current terrestrial carriers be approved?
6. Should satellite operators be required to operate only as a common carrier or could they also provide private

services as a separate entrepreneur?

The Open Skies Decision

These issues were hotly debated before the Commission and in other political forums for two years. Finally, the
logjam was broken by the Commission's issuance of its seminal decision, "The Second Report and Order," known as
the "Open Skies Decision," in June of 1972. The Commission gave the green light to the authorization of multiple
applicants, with maximum opportunity for domestic satellite service development based on their own business
judgment as to the type of service and technology. But for the adoption of the "open skies" policy, the satellite
communications industry as we now know it would never have developed. More to the point, for our purposes, there
probably would be no story to tell on the beginnings of SSP.

Some seven applications (or combinations) were ultimately approved in the mid 70s and commenced service.
(Western Union, RCA Americom, Comsat/AT&T, SBS, American Satellite Company - owned by Fairchild and
Western Union International, and later Hughes, with its Galaxy System). Also, Canada, with Anik 1, commenced
service in the early '70s. By the time of the formation of SSP in 1983, there were over 20 satellites in orbit in our
region, the Americas.

The industry also expanded overseas. Theillimpopt organization was established in London. After a short time,
Eutelsat was formed in Paris, France, along with the development of the Ariane Launch vehicle under the auspices
of the European Space Agency and Arianespace. The Indonesian Satellite System, built by Hughes and called
Palapa, was launched, and regional services spread when Palapa asked to provide additional services in Southeast
Asia. Additional satellite systems sprang up in Australia, France and Germany, and domestic systems in Russia and
Canada continued to grow. Soon there were dozens of countries leasing capacity on INTELSAT as well. The
creation of a truly global industry exploded in the 1970s. In a way it seemed almost by magic.

The Industry Converges

Towards the end of the 1970s, space lawyer Dr. Delbert Smith had a vision. He thought about publishing a new
magazine called Satellite Communications that would carry stories about this new industry. He also determined an
annual conference should be convened to bring people together to discuss new developments in the field. Since he
was an inveterate golfer who enjoyed vacationing in Colorado, he decided to hold the conference in August in
Denver, Colorado. At the first few annual meetings of SCUC (the Satellite Communications Users Conference), the
various attendees (numbering only just over a hundred at the first conference) got together to eat dinner and have
fun. These meetings were quite informal and occasionally more than a bit rowdy. This group became known as the
"Satellite Groupies." (See related story, Once a Groupie, Always a Groupie.)

Over time during the '70s, however, the industry matured. New systems were designed and launched around the
world, and revenues soared into the hundreds of millions of dollars and beyond. Irl "Bucky" Marshall, an original
groupie, left Satellite Communications Magazine as publisher and struck out to create a new magazine called Via
Satellite. Satellite News was born soon after when Phillips Publishing became seriously interested in the field and
even bought out Via Satellite. Suddenly, "thousands" of people populated the satellite field and realized that their
industry was maturing.

Amid all of this mushrooming growth, some of us who were active in the field thought we needed a more structured
way to interact. After the 1982 SCUC Conference in Denver, nearly a dozen people went out to eat in a hot, not
entirely fashionable, Mexican restaurant to discuss a new and seemingly "radical" idea. Since this was a new
industry comprised of a variety of people with diverse engineering, marketing, software, communications and sales
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[I] Conclusions and Recommendations

The Space Task Group in its study of future directions in space, with recognition of the many achievements culminating
in the successful flight of Apollo 11, views these achievements as only a beginning to the long-term exploration and use
of space by man. We see a major role for this Nation in proceeding from the initial opening of this frontier to its
exploitation for the benefit of mankind, and ultimately to the opening of new regions of space to access by man.

[ii] We have found increasing interest in the exploitation of our demonstrated space expertise and technology for the
direct benefit of mankind in such areas as earth resources, communications, navigation, national security, science and
technology, and international participation. We have concluded that the space program for the future must include
increased emphasis upon space applications.

We have also found strong and wide-spread personal identification with the manned flight program, and with the
outstanding men who have participated as astronauts in this program. We have concluded that a forward-looking space
program for the future for this Nation should include continuation of manned space flight activity. Space will continue to
provide new challenges to satisfy the innate desire of man to explore the limits of his reach.

We have surveyed the important national resource of skilled program managers, scientists, engineers, and workmen who
have contributed so much to the success the space program has enjoyed. This resource together with industrial
capabilities, government, and private facilities and growing expertise in space operations are the foundation upon which
we can build.

We have found that this broad foundation has provided us with a wide variety of new and challenging opportunities from
which to select our future directions. We have concluded that the Nation should seize these new opportunities,
particularly to advance science and engineering, international relations, and enhance the prospects for peace.

We have found questions about national priorities, about the expense of manned flight operations, about new goals in
space which could be interpreted as a "crash program." Principal concern in this area relates to decisions about a manned

I
mission to Mars. We conclude that NASA has the demonstrated organizational competence and technology base, by

' virtue of the Apollo success and other achievements, to carry out a successful program to land man on Mars within 15
years. There are a number of precursor activities necessary before such a mission can be attempted. These activities can
proceed without developments specific to a Manned Mars Mission-but for optimum benefit should be carried out with the
Mars mission in mind. We conclude that a manned Mars mission should be accepted as a long-range goal for the space
program. Acceptance of this goal would not give the manned Mars mission overriding priority relative to other program
objectives, since options for decision on its specific date are inherent in a balanced program. Continuity of other
unmanned exploration and applications efforts during periods of unusual budget constraints should be supported in all
future plans.

We believe the Nation's future space program possesses potential for the following significant returns:
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• new operational space applications to improve the quality of life on Earth.
• non-provocative enhancement of our national security
• scientific and technological returns from space investments of the past decade and expansion of our understanding

of the universe.
• low-cost, flexible, long-lived, highly reliable, operational space systems with a high degree of commonality and

reusability
• international involvement and participation on a broad basis

[iii] Therefore, we recommend -

That this Nation accept the basic goal of a balanced manned and unmanned space program conducted for the benefit of
all mankind.

To achieve this goal, the United States should emphasize the following program objectives:

• increase utilization of space capabilities for services to man, through an expanded space applications program
• enhance the defense posture of the United States and thereby support the broader objective of peace and security

for the world through a program which exploits space techniques for accomplishment of military missions
• increase man's knowledge of the universe by conduct of a continuing strong program of lunar and planetary

exploration, astronomy, physics, the earth and life sciences
• develop new systems and technology for space operations with emphasis upon the critical factors of: (1)

commonality, (2) reusability, and (3) economy, through a program directed initially toward development of a new
space transportation capability and space station modules which utilize this new capability

• promote a sense of world community through a program which provides opportunity for broad international
participation and cooperation

As a focus for the development of new capability, we recommend the United States accept the long-range option or goal
of manned planetary exploration with a manned Mars mission before the end of this century as the first target.

[iv] In proceeding towards this goal, three phases of activities can be identified:

• initially, activity should concentrate upon the dual theme of exploitation of existing capability and development
of new capability, maintaining program balance within available resources.

• second, an operational phase in which new capability and new systems would be utilized in earth-moon space
with groups of men living and working in this environment for extended periods of time. Continued exploitation
of science and applications would be emphasized, making greater use of man or man-attendance as a result of
anticipated lowered costs for these operations.

• fuially, manned exploration missions out of earth-moon space, building upon the experience of the earlier two
phases.

Schedule and budgetary implications associated with these three phases are subject to Presidential choice and decision at
this time with detailed program elements to be determined in a normal annual budget and program review process.
Should it be decided to develop concurrently the space transportation system and the modular space station, a rise of
annual expenditures to approximately $6 billion in 1976 is required. A lower level of approximately $4-5 billion could be
met if the space station and the transportation system were developed in series rather than in parallel.

For the Department of Defense, the space activities should be subject to continuing review relative to the Nation's needs
for national security. Such review and decision processes are well established. However, the planned expansion of the
DoD space technology effort and its documented interest in the Space Transportation System demands continued
authoritative coordination through the Aeronautics and Astronautics Coordinating Board to assure that the national
interests are met.

[v] The Space Task Group has had the opportunity to review the national space program at a particularly significant point
in its evolution. We believe that the new directions we have identified can be both exciting and rewarding for this Nation.
The environment in which the space program is viewed is a vibrant, changing one and the new opportunities that
tomorrow will bring cannot be predicted with certainty. Our planning for the future should recognize this rapidly
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We recommend that the National Aeronautics and Space Council be utilized as a mechanism for continuing reassessment
of the character and pace of the space program.

[1] THE POST-APOLLO SPACE PROGRAM: DIRECTIONS FOR THE FUTURE

LINTRODUCTION

With the successful flight of Apollo 11, man took his first step on a heavenly body beyond his own planet. As we look
into the distant future it seems clear that this is a milestone - a beginning - and not an end to the exploration and use of
space.

Success of the Apollo program has been the capstone to a series of significant accomplishments for the United States in
space in a broad spectrum of manned and unmanned exploration missions and in the application of space techniques for
the benefit of man. In the short span of twelve years man has suddenly opened an entirely new dimension for his activity.

In addition, the national space program has made significant contributions to our national security, has been a political
instrument of international value, has produced new science and technology, and has given us not only a national pride of
accomplishment, but has offered a challenge and example for other national endeavors.

The Nation now has the demonstrated capability to move on to new goals and new achievements in space in all of the
areas pioneered during the decade of the sixties. In each area of space exploration what seemed impossible yesterday has
become today's accomplishment. Our horizons and our competence have expanded to the point that we can consider
unmanned missions to any region in our solar system; manned bases in earth orbit, lunar orbit or on the surface of the
Moon; manned missions to Mars; space transportation systems that carry their payloads into orbit and then return and
land as a conventional jet aircraft; reusable nuclear-powered rockets for space operations; remotely controlled roving
science vehicles on the Moon or on Mars; and application of space capability to a variety of services of benefit to man
here on earth.

Our opportunities are great and we have a broad spectrum of choices available to us. It remains only to chart the course
and to set the pace of progress in this new dimension for man.

The Space Task Group, established under the chairmanship and direction of the Vice President (Appendices A and B),
has examined the spectrum of new opportunities available in space, values and benefits from space activities, casts and
resource implications of future options, and international aspects of the space program. A great wealth of data has been
made available to the Task Group, including reports from the National Aeronautics and Space Administration and the
Department of Defense reflecting very extensive planning and review activities, a detailed report from the President's
Science Advisory Committee, views from [2] members of Congress, the National Academy of Sciences Space Science
Board, and the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics. In addition, a series of individual reports from a
special group of distinguished citizens who were asked for their personal recommendations on the future course of the
space program were of considerable value to the Task Group. This broad range of material was considered and evaluated
as part of the Task Group deliberations. This report presents in summary form the views of the Space Task Group on the
Nation's future directions in space.

[3] II. BACKGROUND

Twelve years ago, when the first artificial Earth satellite was placed into orbit, most of the world's population was
surprised and stunned by on achievement so new and foreign to human experience. Today people of all nations are
familiar with satellites, orbits, the concept of zero 'g', manned operations in space, and a host of other aspects
characteristic of this new age - the age of space exploration.

The United States has carried out a diversified program during these early years in space, requiring innovation in many
fields of science, technology, and the human and social sciences. The Nation's effort has been interdisciplinary, drawing
successfully upon a synergistic combination of human knowledge, management experience, and production know-how to
bring this National to a position of leadership in space.
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We now have the benefit of twelve years of space activity and our leadership position as background for our examination
of future directions in space.

National Priorities

By its very nature, the exploration and exploitation of space is a costly undertaking and must compete for funds with
other national or individual enterprises. Now that the national goal of manned lunar landing has been achieved,
discussion of future space goals has produced increasing pressures for reexamination of, and possible changes in, our
national priorities.

Many believe that funds spent for the space program contribute less to our national economic growth and social well-
being than funds allocated for other programs such as health, education urban affairs, or revenue sharing. Others believe
that funds spent for space exploration will ultimately return great economic and social benefits not now foreseen. These
divergent views will persist and must be recognized in making decisions on future space activities.

The Space Task Group has not attempted to reconcile these differences. Neither have we attempted to classify the space
program in a heirarchy of national priorities. The Space Task Group has identified major technical and scientific
challenges in space in the belief that returns will accrue to the society that takes up those challenges.

Values and Benefits

The magnitude of predicted great economic and social benefits from space activities cannot be precisely determined.
Nevertheless, there should be a recognition that significant direct benefits have been realized as a result of space
investments, particularly from applications programs, as a long-term result of space science activities, DOD space
activities, and advancing technology. These direct benefits are only part of the total set of benefits from the space
program, many of which are very difficult to quantify and therefore are not often given adequate consideration when
costs and benefits from space activities are weighed or assessed in relation to other national programs.

[4] Benefits accrue in each of the following areas:

• economic - directly through applications of space systems to services for man, and indirectly through potential for
increased productivity resulting from advancing technology; improvements in reliability, quality control
techniques, application of solid state electronics, and computer technology resulting from demands of space
systems; advances in understanding and use of exotic new materials and devices with broad applicability;
refinement of systems engineering and management techniques for extremely complex developments.

• national security - directly through DOD space activities, and indirectly through enhancement of the national
spirit and self-esteem; reinforcement of the image of the United States as a leader in advanced technology;
strengthening of our international posture through demonstration that a free and democratic society can achieve a
challenging, technologically sophisticated, long-term objective; maintenance of a broad base of highly skilled
aerospace workers applicable to defense needs; and advancement of technology that may have relevance to
defense use.

• science - directly through support for ground and space research programs, indirectly through ability to open to
observation new portions of the electromagnetic spectrum; opportunity to search for life on other planets, to make
measurements in situ at the planets or in other regions of space, and to utilize the unique environment of space
(high vacuum, zero 'g') for experimental programs in the life sciences, physical sciences and engineering.

• exploration - the opening of new opportunities to investigate and acquire knowledge about man's environment -
which now has expanded to include not only the Earth, but potentially the entire solar system.

• social - providing educational services through enhanced communications which improved treatment of social
problems.

• international relations - providing opportunities for cooperation; the identification of foreign interests with U.S.
space objectives and programs, and their results.

What is the value to be placed upon these benefits, and how should the space program be constituted to provide the
greatest return in each of these areas for a selected level of public investment?
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The'answers to these questions cannot be stated in absolute terms - there is no dollar value associated with national self-
esteem or with many of the other benefits listed above, and there is no fixed program of missions without which these
benefits will not accrue. As with many programs, there is, however, a lower limit of activity below which the viability of
the program is threatened and a reasonable upper limit which is imposed by technological capability and rate of growth
of the program.

These limits are a key consideration in the options discussed later in this report.

[5]

National Resource

In the eleven years since its creation, NASA has provided the Nation with a broad capability for a wide variety of space
activity, and has successfully completed a series of challenging tasks culminating in the first manned lunar landing.
These accomplishments have involved rapid increases to peak annual expenditures of almost $6 billion and a peak civil
service and contactor work force of 420,000 people. Expenditures for NASA have subsequently dropped over the last
three years from this peak to the present level of about $4 billion and supporting manpower has dropped to about 190,000
people.

In addition to NASA space activity, the DOD has developed and operated space systems satisfying unique military
requirements. Spending for military space grew rapidly in the early sixties and has increased gradually during the past
few years to approximately $2 billion per year.

The Nation's space program has fostered the growth of a valuable reservoir of highly trained, competent engineers,
managers, skilled workmen and scientists within government, industry and universities. The climactic achievenment of
Apollo 11 is tribute to their capability.

This resource together with supporting facilities, technology and organizational entities capable of complex management
tasks grew and matured during the 1960's largely in response to the stimulation of Apollo, and if it is to be maintained,
needs a new focus for its future.

Manned Space Flight

There has been universal personal identification with the astronauts and a high degree of interest in manned space
activities which reached a peak both nationally and internationally with Apollo. The manned flight program permits
vicarious participation by the man-in-the-street in exciting, challenging, and dangerous activity. Sustained high interest,
judged in the light of current experience, however, is related to availability of new tasks and new mission activity - new
challenges for man in space. The presence of man in space, in addition to its effect upon public interest in space activity,
can also contribute to mission success by enabling man to exercise his unique capabilities, and thereby enhance mission
reliability, flexibility, ability to react to unpredicted conditions, and potential for exploration.

While accomplishments related to man in space have prompted the greatest acclaim for our Nation's space activities,
there has been increasing public reaction over the large investments required to conduct the manned flight program.
Scientists have been particularly vocal about these high costs and problems encountered in performing science
experiments as part of Apollo, a highly engineering oriented program in its early phases.

Much of the negative reaction to manned space flight, therefore, will diminish if costs for placing and maintaining man in
space are reduced and opportunities for challenging new missions with greater emphasis upon science return are
provided.

[6]

Science and Applications

Although high public interest has resided with manned space flight, the Nation has also enjoyed a successful and highly
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The list of more achievements in space science is great, ranging from our first exploratory orbital flights resulting in
discoveries about the Earth and its environment to the most recent Mariner missions to the vicinity of Mars producing
new data about our neighbor planet.

Both optical and radio astronomy have been stimulated by the opening of new regions of the electromagnetic spectrum
and new fields of interest have been uncovered - notably in the high energy X-ray and gamma-ray regions. Astronomy is
advancing rapidly at present, partly with the aid of observations from space, and a deeper understanding of the nature and
structure of the universe is emerging. In planetary exploration, we have a unique opportunity to pursue a number of the
major questions man has asked about his relation to the universe. What is the history of the formation and evolution of
the solar system? Are there clues to the origin of life? Does life exist elsewhere in the solar system?

In the life sciences, questions about the effect of zero 'g' upon living systems, demands of long-duration space flight upon
our understanding of man and his interaction or response to his environment, both physiologically and psychologically,
promise new insights into the understanding of complex living systems.

These are only a few of the disciplines that have profited from the program of research in space. Space science is not
divorced from science on the ground, but is rather an extension of science which builds and depends vitally upon a strong
ground-based foundation.

Building upon the basic science on the ground and in space, and upon the growing capability in the design, construction
and launch of satellites, the United States pioneered in the development of space applications - notably communications,
meteorology and navigation. Operational systems have been placed into service in each of these areas, and the potential
for the future appears bright - not only in these areas but also in new fields such as earth resource surveying and
oceanography.

International Aspects

Achievement of the Apollo goal resulted in a new feeling of "oneness" among men everywhere. It inspired a common
sense of victory that can provide the basis for new initiatives for international cooperation.

The U.S. and the USSR have widely been portrayed as in a "race to the Moon" or as vying over leadership in space. In a
sense, this has been on accurate reflection of one of the several strong motivations for U.S. space program decisions over
the previous decade.

[7] Now with the successes of Apollo, of the Mariner 6 and 7 Mars flybys, of communications and meteorology
applicotions, the U.S. is at the peak of its prestige and accomplishments in space. For the short term, the race with the
Soviets has been won. In reaching our present posirion, one of the grear strengths of the U.S. space program has been its
open nature, and the broad front of solid achievement in science and applications that has accompanied the highly
successful manned flight program.

The attitude of the American people has gradually been changing and public frustration over Soviet accomplishments in
space, an important force in support of the Nation's acceptance of the lunar landing in 1961, is not now present. Today,
new Soviet achievements are not likely to have the effect of those in the post. Nevertheless, the Soviets have continued
development of capability for future achievements and dramatic missions of high political impact are possible. There is
no sign of retrenchment or withdrawal by the Soviets from the public arena of space activity despite launch vehicle and
spacecraft failures and the preemptive effect of Apollo 11.

The landing on the Moon has captured the imagination of the world. It is now abundantly clear to the man in the street, as
well as to the political leaders of the world, that mankind now has at his service a new technological capability, an
important characteristic of which is that its applicability transcends national boundaries. If we retain the identification of
the world with our space program, we have on opportunity for significant political effects on nations and peoples and on
their relationships to each other, which in the long run may be quite profound.

191 III. GOALS AND OBJECTIVES
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An important aspect in both popular acceptance of the space program and in the spirit, dedication and performance of
those who ore directly involved in space activity is the conviction that such activity is worthwhile and contributes to the
quality of life on Earth.

Public support for the space program con be related to understanding of the values derived from space activity and to
understanding and acceptance of long-term goals and objectives which establish the framework for the program.

In the National Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958, the Congress declared "...it is the policy of the United States that
activities in space should be devoted to peaceful purposes for the benefit of all mankind." This policy statement, which
served effectively as a guide to the first decade in space, must now be translated into clearly enuncioted new long-range
goals and program objectives for the post-Apollo space program.

We view the challenge of setting new goals, of providing a focus for our future space activities, of expanding the limits
of man's reach and thereby demonstrating America's leadership in scientific and technological undertakings while
maintaining the confidence of the people in the strength and purpose of our Nation, as the key to continued space
leadership by the United States.

Facing this challenge, some would urge that our efforts should be restricted to exploitation of existing capability, pointing
out, quite correctly, that exciting and challenging missions remain to be accomplished which con utilize the existing base.
But such a course would risk loss of the foundation for future achievements - a foundation which depends largely on
providing a new capability which challenges our technology.

One of the values of the lunar landing goal was that it carried a definite time for its accomplishment, which stressed our
technology and served as basis for planning and for budget support. It was a national commitment, a demonstration of the
will and determination of the American people and of our technological competence at a time when these attributes were
being questioned by many.

The need for an expression of our strength and determination as a Nation has changed considerably since that time.
Today the need is for guidance - for direction - to set before the people a vision of where we are going.

[10] Such a vision for the future should have a number of important qualities:

• it should have substantive values that are easily characterized and understood
• it should have a long-term goal, a beacon, an aim for our activities to act as a guide to both short-term and longer

range decisions
• it should be sufficiently long-range to ensure that adequate opportunity exists for solid progress in a step-by-step

fashion towards that long-term goal yet sufficiently within reach that each step draws measurably closer to that
goal

• it should be challenging both for man's spirit of adventure and of exploration and for man's technological
capability

• it should foster the simultaneous utilization of space capabilities for the welfare, security, and enlightenment of all
people.

The Space Task Group has concluded that a balanced space program that exploits the great potential for automated and
remotely-controlled spacecraft and at the some time maintains a vigorous manned flight program, can provide such a
vision.

This balanced program would be based upon a framework in which the United States would:

• Accept, for the long term, the challenge of exploring the solar system, using both manned and unmanned
expeditions.

• Develop on integrated and efficient space capability that will make Earth-Moon space easily and economically
accessible for manned and unmanned systems.

• Maintain a steady return on space investments in applications, science, and technology.
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• Use our space capability not only to extend the benefits of space to the rest of the world, but also to increase
direct participation by the world community in both manned and unmanned exploration and use of space.

The balanced program for the future envisioned by the Task Group would possess several important characteristics:

• flexibility. The ability to see clearly the opportunities that lie ahead in this new field is limited at best. Some
opportunities will fade as we approach them while others, not even discernible at this time, will blossom to the
first magnitude. This program will permit the course and time scale to be flexible, to adjust to variations in
funding, to shifting national and international conditions, while preserving a guidepost for the future.

• challenge. The space program has flourished under a set of goals that has demanded the highest standards of
performance, and an incentive for excellence that has become characteristic of our space efforts. A balanced
program of both challenging near-term objectives and long-range goals will enhance and preserve these attributes
in the future.

• [11] opportunity. The Nation has in being significant capability for space activity. Abundant opportunities exist
for further exploitation of this capability. A balanced progrom will permit adequate attention to applications and
science while also creating new opportunities through development of new capability.

In its deliberations, the Space Task Group considerd a number of challenging new mission goals which were judged both
technically feasible and achievable within a reasonable time, including establishment of a lunar orbit or surface base, a
large 50-100 man earth-orbiting space base, and manned exploration of the planets. The Space Task Group believes that
manned exploration of the planets is the most challenging and most comprehensive of the many long-range goals
available to the Nation at this time, with manned exploration of Mars as the next step toward this goal. Manned planetary
exploration would be a goal, not an immediate program commitment; it would constitute on understanding that within the
context of a balanced space program, we will plan and move forward as a Nation towards the objective of a manned Mars
landing before the end of this century. Mars is chosen because it is most earth-like, is in fairly close proximity to the
Earth, and has the highest probability of supporting extraterrestrial life of all of the other planets in the solar system.

What are the implications of accepting this long-range goal or option on the character of the space program in the
immediate future?

In a technical sense, the selection of manned exploration of the planets as a long-term option for the United States space
program would act to focus a wide range of precursor activities and would be reflected in many decisions, large and
small, where potential future applicability to long-lived manned planetary systems design will have relevance. In a
broader sense such a selection would tend to reinforce and reaffirm the basic commitment to a long-term continued
leadership position by the United States in space.

The Space Task Group sees acceptance of the long-term goal of manned planetary exploration as an important part of the
future agenda for this Nation in space. The time for decisions an the development of equipment peculiar to manned
mission to Mars will depend upon the level of support, in a budget sense, that is committed to the space program.

NASA has outlined plans that would include a manned Mars mission in 1981 with the development decision on a Mars
Excursion Module in FY 1974, if the Nation were to accept this commitment. Such a program would result in maximum
stimulation of our technology and creation of new capability. There are many precursor activities that will be required
before a manned Mars mission is attempted, such as detailed study of biomedical aspects, both physiological and
psychological, of flights lasting 500-600 days, unmanned reconnaissance of the planets, creation of highly reliable life
support systems, power supplies, and propulsion capability adequate for the rigors of such a voyage and reliable enough
to support man. Decision to proceed with a 1981 mission would require early attention to these precursor activities.

While launch of a manned Mars exploration mission appears achievable as early as 1981, it can also be accomplished at
any one of the roughly biennial launch opportunities following this date, provided essential precursor activities have been
carried out.

[12] Thus, the understanding that we are ultimately going to explore the planets with man provides a shaping function for
the post-Apollo space program. However, in a balanced program containing other goals and objectives, this focus should
not assume over-riding priority and cause sacrifice of other important activity in times of severe budget constraints.
Flexibility in program content and options for decision on the specific date for a manned Mars mission are inherent in
this understanding.
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The Space Task Group, in response to the President's request for a "Coordinated program and budget proposal," has
therefore chosen this balanced program as that plan best calculated to meet the Nation's needs for direction of its future
space activity. In reaching this conclusion we have considered international and domestic influences, weighed and placed
in perspective science and engineering development, exploration and application of space, manned and unmanned
approaches to space missions, and have appraised interagency influences. Discussion of the principal objectives which
describe this balanced program follows.

Program Objectives

Elements of the balanced program recommended by the Space Task Group can be identified within the following set of
program objectives which define major emphases for future space activity:

• Application of space technology to the direct benefit of mankind
• Operation of military space systems to enhance national defense
• Exploration of the solar system and beyond
• Development of new capabilities for operating in space
• International participation and cooperation

1. Application of space technology to the direct benefit of mankind.

Focus: To increase utilization of space capabilities for services to man. Programs directed toward the application of the
Nation's space capabilities to a wide range of services, such as air and ocean traffic control, world-wide navigation
systems, environmental monitoring and prediction (weather, pollution), earth resource survey (crops, water resources,
geological structures, oceanography) and communications have great potential for improving the quality of life on this
planet Earth. Significant direct economic and social benefits from such applications have been forecast. Major
contributions to management of domestic problems and greater opportunities for international cooperation could result
from an expanded space applications program.

2. Operation of military space systems to enhance national defense

Focus: Enhance the defense posture of the United States and thereby support the broader objective of peace and security
for the world.

[13] The Department of Defense is presently using space capabilities in the support of communications, weather
forecasting, navigation, surveillance and mapping, and for other functions. Such space activity has been not an end in
itself, but a means for accomplishing functions in support of existing forces and missions. Military uses of space have
proven effective and space systems are now contenders for specific applications and missions. Each military space
mission should continue to be decided on a case-by-case basis in competition with ground, sea, and airborne systems and
should reflect priority given to national defense with consideration of arms limitation agreements, and other U. S. policy
reactions. Exploitation of the unique characteristics of space systems by the Department of Defense can provide
increased confidence in the ability of this Nation to defend itself from any aggressor and assurance that space will be
used for peaceful purposes by all nations.

3. Exploration of the solar system and beyond.

Focus: Increase man's knowledge of the universe.

Exploration of the solar system and observations beyond the solar system should be important continuing broad
objectives of the Nation's space program. Many unanswered scientific questions remain about the planets, the
interplanetary medium, the sun - both as a type of star and as a source of the earth's energy - and about a variety of
celestial objects, such as pulsars, quasars, X-ray and gamma ray sources. Both ground-and space-based experiments and
observational programs will contribute to the quest for answers to these questions. Space platforms provide several
unique advantages - such as ability to observe across the range of wave lengths of the electromagnetic spectrum (rather
than only through specific atmospheric "windows," which is the case from the ground); freedom from local
environmental conditions; potential for continuous observations (no day-night cycle); ability to approach, orbit and land
on extraterrestrial bodies - and also disadvantages - high cost, inaccessibility for easy repair and servicing, and long lead
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- times for experiment modification. For these reasons a careful balance between investments in space and ground
experiments should be maintained.

The major elements of such a program should be:

Planetary Exploration - Unmanned planetary exploration missions continuing throughout the decade, both for science
returns and, in the case of Mars and Venus, as precursors to later manned missions. The program should include
progressively more sophisticated missions to the near planets as well as multiple-planet flyby missions to the outer
planets taking advantage of the favorable relative positions of the outer planets in the late 1970's. Early missions to the
asteroid belt and to the vicinity of a comet should be planned.

Astronomy, Physics, the Earth and Life Sciences - In each of these disciplines, extension of existing or planned
unmanned programs promises continued high science return. There are additional significant opportunities for
experiments in connection with manned Earth orbital programs which should be exploited. Work in astronomy, physics
and the life sciences, as well as work in the earth sciences and remote sensing, will form an essential part of the
foundation for future applications benefits and will contribute to the broadening horizons of man as he acquires
knowledge not only of his own planet but also about the rest of the universe.

[14] Lunar Exploration - Apollo-type manned missions to continue exploration of the Moon should proceed. The launch
rate should permit maximum responsiveness to new discoveries while maintaining mission safety and efficient utilization
of support personnel. Early upgrading of lunar exploration capability beyond the basic Apollo level including enhanced
mobility capability, and lunar rovers, is important to safe and efficient realization of significant returns over the longer
term. An orbiting lunar station, followed by a surface-base, building upon Earth orbital space station and space
transportation system developments, could be deployed as early as the latter half of the decade. Extension of manned
lunar activity beyond upgraded Apollo capability should include consideration of these options.

4. Development of new capabilities for operating in space.

Focus: Develop new systems for space operations with emphasis upon the critical factors of: commonality, (2)
reusability, and (3) economy.

Exploration and exploitation of space is costly with our current generation of expendable launch vehicles and spacecraft
systems. This is particularly true for the manned flight program. Recovery and launch costs will become on even more
significant factor when multiple re-visit and resupply missions to on Earth orbiting space station are contemplated. Future
developments should emphasize:

Commonality - the use of a few major systems for a wide variety of missions.

Reusability - the use of the same system over a long period for a number of missions.

Economy - far example, the reduction in the number of "throw away" elements in any mission; the reduction in the
number of new developments required; the development of new program principles that capitalize on such capabilities as
man-tending of space facilities; and the commitment to simplification of space hardware.

An integrated set of major new elements which satisfy these criteria are:

a. A space station module that would be the basic element of future manned activities in Earth orbit, of continued manned
exploration of the Moon, and of manned expeditions to the planets. The space station will be a permanent structure,
operating continuously to support 6-12 occupants who could be replaced at regular intervals. Initially, the space station
would be in a low altitude, inclined orbit; later stations would be established in polar and synchronous orbits. The same
space station module would also provide a permanent manned station in lunar orbit from which expeditions could be sent
to the surface.

By joining together space station modules, a space base could be created. Occupied by 50-100 men, this base would be a
laboratory in space where a broad range of physical and biological experiments would be performed.
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Finally, the space station module would be the prototype of a mission module for manned expeditions to the planets.

[15] Such an array of space station modules would be designed to utilize the space transportation system described
below.

b. A space transportation system that will:

Provide a major improvement over the present way of doing business in terms of cost and operational capability.

Carry passengers, supplies, rocket fuel, other spacecraft, equipment, or additional rocket stages to and from orbit on a
routine aircraft-like basis.

Be directed toward supporting a spectrum of both DoD and NASA missions.

Although the concept of such a space transportation capability is not new, advances in rocket engine technology,
additional experience in design for reentry conditions, and improved guidance, navigation and automated check-out
systems now permit initiation of on experimental effort for a Space Transportation System with technical, operational,
and economic characteristics satisfying the needs of both NASA and DoD. An orderly, phased, step-by-step development
program could then be implemented including as potential components:

A reusable chemically fueled shuttle operating between the surface of the Earth and low-earth orbit in an airline-type
mode.

A chemically fueled reusable space tug or vehicle for moving men and equipment to different earth orbits. This some tug
could also be used as a transfer vehicle between the lunar-orbit base and the lunar surface.

A reusable nuclear stage far transporting men, spacecraft and supplies between Earth orbit and lunar orbit and between
low Earth orbit and geosynchronous orbit and for other deep space activities. The NERVA nuclear engine development
program, presently underway and included in all of the options discussed later, provides the basis for this stage and
represents a major advance in propulsion capability.

c. Advanced Technology Development - In addition to the major vehicle developments listed above, a continuing
program of investigation and exploration of new technology that can serve as the foundation for next generation systems
is on essential component of the DoD, NASA, and other agency programs. A broad and aggressive program to advance
our capabilities to operate in space during the next decade and to set the stage for the decade to follow is needed.

We foresee future requirements for larger and more efficient power supplies utilizing a range of energy sources,
particularly nuclear systems, for continuing propulsion system improvements - both in performance and reliability, for
improved understanding of the complex interface between man and machine, for advances in technology and systems
design that result in lower cost development of new spacecraft, and for achievement of new levels of reliability. In the
advanced technology program, we should emphasize biomedical research, space power and propulsion technology, both
nuclear and non-nuclear, remotely control led teleoperators, data management, multi-spectral sensors, communication
and navigation technology, and experimental evaluation and demonstration of new concepts.

[5] 5. International participation and cooperation.

Focus: To promote a sense of world community; to optimize international scientific, technical, and economic
participation; to apply space technology to mankind's needs; and to shore the benefit and cost of space research and
exploration.

To these ends, our international interests will be served best by (1) projects which afford maximum opportunities for
direct foreign participation, (2) projects which yield economic and social benefits for other countries as well as ourselves,
and (3) activities in which further international agreement and coordination might usefully be employed.

The post decade has demonstrated that programs like Project Apollo are virtually unrivaled in their capacity to catch the
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world's imagination and interest, win extensive admiration and respect for American achievements, and generate a
common human experience. The decade has demonstrated also that effective ways can be found to share the practical
benefits of space with people everywhere, as in space meteorology and communications. Modest but significant levels of
direct participation in space flight research and exploration have also been successfully achieved through cooperative
projects. Future program plans must seek to continue and substantially extend this experience.

We should also devote special effort to meliorate, between the space powers and others, the increasing gap in
technological capability and the gap in awareness and understanding of new opportunities and responsibilities evolving in
the space age.

If international participation and cooperation are to be expanded in an important way, there will have to be (1) a
substantial raising of sights, interest and investment in space activity by the other nations able to do so in order to
establish a base for major contributions by them; and (2) creation of attractive international institutional arrangements to
take full advantage of new technologies and new applications for peoples in developing as well as advanced countries.

The most dramatic form of foreign participation in our program will be the inclusion of foreign astronauts. This should
be approached in the context of substantive foreign contributions to the programs involved.

The form of cooperation most sought after by advanced countries will be technical assistance to enable them to develop
their own capabilities. We should move toward a liberalization of our policies affecting cooperation in space activities,
should stand ready to provide launch services and share technology wherever possible, and should make arrangements to
involve foreign experts in the detailed definition of future United States space programs and in the conceptual and design
studies required to achieve them. We should consider three further steps:

The establishment of an international arrangement through which countries may be assured of launch services without
being solely and directly dependent upon the United States.

A division of labor between ourselves and other advanced countries or regional space organizations permitting
assumptions of primary or joint responsibility for certain scientific or applications tasks in space.

International sponsorship and support for planetary exploration such as that which was associated with the International
Geophysical Year.

[17] The developing countries will be most attracted to (1) applications of space technology which serve their economic
and social needs, and (2) the development of international institutional arrangements in which they can participate along
with the advanced countries. Some examples are:

• Environmental studies and earth resource surveying via satellites;
• Direct broadcast via satellites of TV instructional and educational programs;
• Expanding arrangements to acquire and use meteorological data;
• Training opportunities in space applications and space-related disciplines.

To the extent that future practical space applications are achieved, there should be no significant technical obstacles to
ensuring the sharing of benefits on a global basis. There will, however, be economic and political issues which require
recognition and effective anticipation.

In the case of the USSR, experience over the past ten years makes clear that the central problem in developing space
cooperation is political rather than technical or economic. Numerous specific technical opportunities for cooperation with
the Soviet Union have been identified and are available. Indeed, many of them have been put to the Soviet Union in
various forms through the years with little success. For example, we could formulate a series of graduated steps leading
toward major cooperation. They would range from full and frank exchange of detailed space project results, at the lowest
level, to prearranged complementary activities at the next level (e.g., mutual support of tracking requirements,
coordinated satellite missions for specific tasks in space), and ultimately to fully integrated prejects in which sub-systems
could be provided by each side to carry out a total space mission of agreed character. The following possibilities merit
serious consideration:

In space research -- earth orbital investigation of atmospheric dynamics and Earth's magnetic field; astronomical
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• observations from earth satellites or lunar stations; satellite observation of solar phenomena, and lunar and planetary
exploration.

In practical applications -- coordination of a continuing network of satellites to provide data for world-wide weather
prediction and early warning of natural disasters; the development of capabilities for earth resource surveying via
satellites.

In manned flight -- bio-medical research, space rescue, coordination of experiments and flight parameters for Earth
orbiting space stations, lunar exploration, and exchange of astronauts.

In tracking -- to supplement each other's networks.

In view of the heavy commitment of the Soviets, planetary exploration appears to offer unusual opportunities for
complementary activities.

[19] IV. PROGRAM AND BUDGET OPTIONS

The Space Task Group was asked to provide "definitive recommendation on the direction the U. S. space program should
take in the post-Apollo period," through preparation of a "coordinated program and budget proposal." In the Section
"Goals and Objectives," the Space Task Group has outlined the elements of this coordinated program.

We have also pointed out that there are upper and lower bounds to the Funding which will support a viable, productive
and well disciplined program. Between these bounds there are many options both in program content and in total funding
required. In this section we will explore the range of these options and their resource implications.

Clearly, there are a number of factors outside the space program and the intrinsic merit of it; goals and objectives that
must be considered in determining the allocation of resources to the program. Demands of other domestic programs,
international conditions, and state of economic health of our Nation are only a few of the major influences upon the
specific budget for space in a given fiscal year.

Despite the highly variable nature of these influences, which produces a corresponding increasing uncertainty in
projections of resource availability, it is important far planning purposes to look into the future and forecast the general
nature of funding required to support decisions on content and pace of the program. Two basic questions arise. Is the
Nation to exploit its existing capabilities, to expand those capabilities or reduce its participation in space activity? Is
funding for space generally to remain at present levels, to increase dramatically or to decrease significantly below present
levels?

We stand at a crossroads, with many sets of missions and new developments open to us and with three main avenues for
funding to pursue these opportunities.

To assist in answering these questions and to provide a basis for Task Group analyses, NASA and DOD were each
requested to prepare a set of alternative proposals or options that would cover a range of future resource levels and be
consistent with the goals and objectives recommended by the Task Group.

NASA Options

The range of resource levels considered by the Task Group for NASA is shown in Figure 1.

(Graphic--see hard copy)

[20] These include: (1) an upper bound, defined by a a program conducted at a maximum pace - limited, not by funds, but
by technology; (2) options I, Il, and III which illustrate programs consistent with the Task Group recommendations, but
conducted under varying degrees of funding restraints; and (3) a low level program constructed with an increased
unmanned science and applications effort consistent with the Task Group recommendations but, because of the
significantly lower budget levels, without a manned flight program after completion of Apollo and Apollo Applications.
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A comparison of the timing of major mission accomplishments under the various programs is indicated in Table 1

(Graphic--see hard copy)

Although the program represented by the upper bound appears technically achievable, would provide maximum
stimulation to our over-all capabilities, and is fully consistent with the Task Group recommendations, it represents on
initial rate of growth of resources which cannot be realized because such budgetary requirements would substantially
exceed predicted funding capabilities. This has therefore been rejected by the Space Task Group, and is presented only to
demonstrate the upper bound of technological achievement.

We have therefore developed a set of options which falls within these limits to illustrate programs conducted at budget
levels which appear possible during the next decade.

Option I is illustrative of a decision to increase funding dramatically and results in early accomplishment of the major
manned and unmanned mission opportunities, including launch of a manned mission to Mars in the mid-1980's,
establishment of an orbiting lunar station, a 50 man earth-orbit space base and a lunar surface base. Funding would rise
from the present $4 billion level to $8-10 billion in 1980. Decision to proceed with development of the space station,
earth-to-orbit shuttle and the space tug would be required in FY 1971. Firm decisions [21] on other major systems or
missions would not be needed until later years; for example, a decision to develop the Mars excursion module for an
initial manned Mars expedition would not be required before FY 1974.

Options II and Ill illustrate a decision to maintain funding initially at recent levels and then gradually increasing. These
options are identical with the exception that Option Il includes a later decision to launch a manned planetary mission in
1986 and in Option III this decision is deferred. Both options demonstrate the effect of simultaneous development of the
Space Transportation System and earth orbital space station module, each of which is expected to require peak
expenditure rates of the order of $1 billion per year, and both options include a substantial increase in unmanned science
and applications from present levels but less than that in Option I. Maintaining the unmanned program at the Option I
levels would require several hundred million dollars in additional funding. Decision to develop both space station and
earth-to-orbit shuttle would be in about FY 1972, resulting in initial availability of these systems in 1977. Similarly, other
major milestones would occur later, with decision on the Mars Excursion Module estimated for FY 1978. Funding for
both options would remain approximately level at $4 billion for the next two fiscal years and then would rise to a peak of
$5.7 billion in 1976 - this increase reflecting simultaneous peak resource requirements of space station and space shuttle
developments. If these developments were conducted in series, lower funding levels ($4-5 billion) could be achieved.
Option II would have a later peak of nearly $8 billion in the early 1980's resulting from the manned Mars landing
program. . . .

[23] The lower bound chosen by the Space Task Group illustrates a program conducted at significantly reduced funding
levels. It is our judgment that, in order to achieve these significantly reduced NASA budgets, it would be necessary to
reduce manned space flight operations below a viable minimum level. Therefore, this program has been constructed
assuming a hiatus in manned flight following completion of Apollo applications and follow-on Apollo lunar missions. It
thus sacrifices, for the period of such reduced budgets, program objectives relating to development of new capability, and
the contribution of continuing manned space flight to several of the other program objectives recommended by the Task
Group. It does, however, include a vigorous and expanded unmanned program of solar system exploration, astronomy,
space applications for the benefit of man and potential for international cooperation. Funding for such a program would
reduce gradually to a sustaining level of $2-3 billion depending upon the depth of change assumed for the supporting
NASA facilities and manpower base.

The Space Task Group is convinced that a decision to phase out manned space flight operations, although painful, is the
only way to achieve significant reductions in NASA budgets over the long term. At any level of mission activity, a
continuing program of manned space flight, following use of launch vehicles and spacecraft purchased as part of Apollo,
would require continued production of hardware, continued operation of extensive test, launch support and mission
control facilities, and the maintenance of highly skilled teams of engineers, technicians, managers, and support personnel.
Stretch-out of mission or production schedules, which can initially reduce total annual costs, would result in higher unit
costs. More importantly, very low-level operations are highly wasteful of the skilled manpower required to carry out
these operations and would risk deterioration of safety and reliability throughout the manned program. At some low level
of activity, the viability at the program is in question. It is our belief that the interests of this Nation would not be served
by a manned space flight program conducted at such levels.
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DOD Options

A similar set of DOD Options, A through C, was constructed to illustrate three basically different levels of military space

activity.

Three options are presented, not only to provide funding and program options, but also to characterize the band of

choices within which a rational program of military space activities will evolve. Options A and C are considered to be the

upper and lower boundaries of probable military space activity, with Option B being an example of an intermediate level.

Option A presumes a future in which the threat to national security could evolve in an increasingly hostile manner,

thereby leading to increased priorities for national defense and military space activities. This option also provides for

contingency efforts designed to accommodate a high degree of uncertainty in future international conditions. Cost

effectiveness, technology availability, growth rate of resource application, and national policy constraints were

considered in establishing this upper option for a full military space capability.

[24] Option B includes those efforts necessary to counter the known and generally accepted projections of the threat. In

addition, it provides limited developmental activities toward those capabilities needed if the threat increases. Option B is

a prototype program which recognizes the need to minimize cost increases over the next few years, but reflects the

expectation that military space activity will increase to provide the necessary support to our military forces and posture.

This option is consistent with national and DOD policies and with Force Structure planning.

Option C is directly responsive to current national economic constraints, and assumes that a lessening of world tensions

will result in reduced emphasis on national defense. It, therefore, includes a lower level of system deployment than the

other two options. It still includes, however, the technology and support effort necessary for contingency planning,

together with those programs now considered to be reasonable and predictable requirements. Option C is the lower

boundary of military space activity that will meet existing national defense needs, although implied in this option is a

higher degree of risk than that inherent in Options A and B. . . .

Program Flexibility

In the options submitted by NASA and DOD, resource requirements have been projected which represent a large number

of decisions to be made in sequence over a number of years. Thus, the resource projections represent the upper envelope

or sum of funds required to support these decisions. Many of these decisions are relatively independent - that is, an earth

orbit space station module can be developed independently, without commitment to placing such a station in orbit around

the moon, or sending such a module on a mission to Mars. In both of these examples, however, development of the space

station module would [25] be the normal first step in achieving the lunar orbit station or Mars mission capability. An

example of the set of major program elements and hence decision points inherent in the options described, based upon

NASA Option II, is included as Figure 6. A diversity of specific programs with varying emphasis can be constructed by

delaying or shifting initiation of funding for these major elements relative to other new developments.

There is, therefore, a great amount of flexibility inherent in each of these options and adjustments to funding constraints

may be made on a yearly basis as part of the normal budget process. Of course, once initiated, a specific major system

development profits from continuity in funding - stretchout or major fluctuations in funding for a particular project

generally increase the total costs associated with it.

The levels of activity for the NASA and the DOD programs are essentially independent, that is, selection of Options I or

II for NASA could be consistent with an Option A, B, or C level of activity for DOD, since the DOD space activity will

continue to be responsive to national defense needs and will be determined on a case-by-case basis under the budget and

program established annually for the Defense Department. It is important, however, that continued coordination of the

NASA and DOD programs and the effect of each agency's activity on a common industrial and facility base receive

authoritative attention._
For Further Information Contact Roger D. Launius, NASA Chief Historian, roger.launius hq.nasa.gov
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SPACE TASK GROUP (STG)

To provide the President, by September 1, 1969, a co
ordinated

program and budget proposal for the scope and direction 
of the

space program during the Post-Apollo period.

Membership:

The Space Task Group consists of the following:

Vice President, Chairman

Secretary of Defense

Administrator, National Aeronautics and Space Administration

Science Adviser to the President

As appropriate, participation will be invited from the Secretary

of State, the Director, BoB, the Director, CIA, and other

interested parties.

Staff Support:

Appropriate staff support will be provided by me
mber agencies.

No single unified staff is anticipated. A staff 
director's

committee, chaired by OST, will meet on a 
regular basis to

consult, to coordinate staff studies, and to 
monitor progress

toward Task Group objectives. NASA and DoD
 would each

appoint a senior staff director who will ser
ve as a point of

contact and represent NASA and DoD on the 
staff director's

committee. The staff directors should be informed of
 all STG

related efforts within their organizations, 
and have direct access to

their principalson STG matters.

Special Studies:

To provide the basis for selection of alternative pro
grams by

the STG, studies will be conducted by the mem
ber agencies in

those areas determined by the STG to be imp
ortant to an informed

judgment. In those areas which are program oriented, the

study objectives will be to define hardware 
characteristics,
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estimated development schedule, estimated development and
operational costs, the character of the operations or
experiments to be conducted and all other information relevant
to determining the technological, scientific, economic, or
political value of the program and its requirements for funds,
facilities, manpower and other resources for the next ten
years. The studies will be conducted by the responsible
agencies or, where deemed appropriate by the STG, by an
interagency working group.

Outside Support:

The President has suggested that the STG "seek advice from
scientific, engineering and industrial communities, from the
Congress and the public." There are several mechanisms by
which this may be accomplished. The STG may consider one
or more of the following:

President's Science Advisory Committee -- The
President's Science Advisory Committee, particularly the
members of its Panel on Space Science and Technology, will
be available to comment on the special studies and issues
papers developed in the course of the study and to conduct
such special inquiries as may be necessary and appropriate.

Other Advisory Committees -- The National Academy of
Science through its Space Science Board may be asked to perform
specific studies; within the principal agencies individual advisory
groups may be utilized, such as the Defense Science Board,
STAG, the Lunar and Planetary Missions Board, Astronomy
Missions Board and the Research Advisory Committee for NASA.

Individual Associations — The Aerospace Industries
Association can be encouraged to address specific topics which
would be of --alue to the Task Force.

Public Pa7ticipation -- Professional societies, such as the
AIAA and the AAS, could be requested to organize and convene
special symposia in which the broad topic of the space program
for the next clecare or specific areas within this topic could be
discussed with broad public participation.
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The Congress -- The STG principals
 could arrange a series

of luncheon meetings with key Cong
ressional leaders in which

the subject of the STG efforts would
 be discussed and views

exchanged on the principal issues.
 It may also be desirable to

arrange staff contact between the S
TG staff director's committe

e

and appropriate members of the C
ongressional committee

staffs.
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Areas for Special Analysis

A. Lunar Exploration

1. Maximum scientific exploration with current Apollo ha
rdware

plus unmanned probes

2. Exploration using Lunar Lo.gkstic Module and longer 
(7-10

day) stay times

3. Establishment of a lunar base

B. Earth Orbital Activities

1. Space Station - National Research Center

2. Space Station - Assembly and Launch Facility for 
planetary

missions

3. Space Station - Service Facility for unmanned earth 
orbiting

satellites

4. Combinations of the above

5. MOL follow-on program

6. Reuseable Reentry Vehicle

a. Logistic Resupply for MOL follow-on programs

b. Logistic Resupply for NASA Space Stations

c. As a spacecraft for a recoverable payload

7. Experiments required to establish man's capability for

planetary missions

8. Orbital Astronomy

9. Earth Resources

a. ERTS Experimental Program

b. Potential follow-on operations

c. International Policy

10. Navigation Systems

a. Military

b. Civilian

11. MOL-AAP interaction

C. Mars Exploration

1. Manned landing

2. Manned orbiting

3. Unmanned

D. Other planetary exploration (unmanned)

E. Launch Vehicles

1. NASA DOD use of existing boosters

2. Large booster development/production

a. Saturn V production

b. New large booster development

F. USSR Capabilities
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Lewis M. Branscomb
March 4, 1969.

Comments on the Memorandum to the President from the Acting
Administrator of NASA, dated February 22, 1969. 

The key issue posed in this memorandum is: Are there policy

issues regarding manned space flight that must be settled prior to

the completion of the work of the high level group in August 1969?

A subsidiary issue is: Are funds required in the FY 1970 budget

that can only be obtained through a supplemental appropriation in

this session in order to preserve meaningful dptions to the high

level group? We believe the answer to the first question is, "No"

and the answer to the second is "Probably no".

The proposal assumes that the continuation of manned space

flight activity is not up for debate, and notes that the implied

level of total NASA funding is 4.5 - 5.11Bper annum. The Panel

agrees that at that funding level manned space flight activity should

be a component of NASA program, but the higher priority we would

accord to other program elements forces us to the conclusion that

the pace and nature of manned space flight must be a function of

the total resources available. Thus from our point of view the

most important policy implication of this request for a commitment

to two major manned space flight goals is a commitment to a NASA

budget in the 5 billion dollar range.

Assuming that the DOD expenditures on space operations remain

at about 2.2 B, this implies a total commitment in the range of 7

billions and rends to remove from the arena of discussion in advance

perhaps the most difficult policy issue facing the President: What

shall be the program for earth-orbital manned space flight activity
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at the end of the presently authorized AAP (NASA) and MOL (USAF)
programs, which will be conducted almost concurrently in 1971-73?
What will be the responsibilities of the two agencies, and is a
joint responsibility possible or desirable? If the President is
not prepared to make this basic decision now, the program commit-
ment requested by NASA should be postponed until completion of the
high level study.

The memorandum identifies as the focus for manned space flight
activity in the next decade two principal programs: (a) exploration
of the moon and (b) operating a permanent space station in earth
orbit. These are the two areas for manned space flight identified
as of greatest interest in the 1967 PSAC report, the President-elect's
Space Task Force report of January 1969 and the PSAC Panel Report of
January 1969. Thus other alternatives (manned planetary missions,
permanent lunar base) will apparently not be raised by NASA as pro-
gram issues at this time.

The proposal assumes that the Apollo landing is completed in
the middle to late 1969 and the 5-launch Apollo Applications Program
(AAP) is conducted\as scheduled in 1971-72. It requests a policy
commitment buttressed by an FY supplemental appropriation for the
continuation of major manned space flight activity focussed on the
above two objectives and the continuation of Saturn V production
beyond 515.

Two aspects of the manned space flight program contribute to
the time urgency of this request as seen by NASA: (a) the long
lead time for new developments (and thus the need for early funding)
and (b) the morale and integrity of the organization assembled
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for the conduct of Apollo. The latter is perhaps a matter of

urgency, but does not necessarily require a supplemental appro-

priation. The need for decision on new space goals is urgent,

and careful thought must be given to the timing and manner of

their announcement. This is particularly important if the manned

program is to receive relatively less priority in the future, for

the manned exploration of the moon is a challenging task of great

difficulty and serious risk. Retention of a first-rate team of

scientists, engineers and managers is essential. Of course, many

people whose talents are critical to success in an endeavour as

complex as space exploration are concerned about the future,

including scientists working in other program areas. The high

level group must consider the wisdom of Presidential policy com-

mitments prior to the completion of the whole study in this light.

The three elements of the requested program commitment and

budget supplement should be considered separately.

Space Station 

The Panel continues to be skeptical of the rationale for a

space station and is not reassured by the characterization of the

space station's justification as a technological end in itself,

accompanied by reluctance to discuss the station in terms of its

potential contribution to science, applications and defense. A

space station may eventually prove to be a useful and justifiable

means for providing engineering support to major scientific instal-

lations in earth orbit; at the present time the unmanned space

science program is so modest, in comparison with the manned program,

that one cannot predict tne rime scale when orbital observatories
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would justify the provision of orbital engineering support. The

most clearcut application of the space station concept is probably

preparation for eventual manned exploration of the planets, which

will require an extensive program of biomedical research and may

require orbital assembly and checkout. Since the implications

of this motivation are very substantial, it would appear wise to

defer this decision until the completion of the full policy study

in August. In any case, since the space station is not envisioned

until 1975, a one year slip in its availability does not seem

critical.

A component of the requested supplemental expenditures under

the category "space station" are engineering studies of alternative

approaches to low cost systems for transportation to orbit. We

believe such developments are essential to the future of manned

space flight and are important for space applications generally.

When NASA has designed a convincing program for progress in this

area, we urge its support. We have not yet reviewed the elements

in the current supplemental request in order to judge whether it

is the right approach. Such a review should be an important part

of the high level group's work and should involve both NASA and

DOD interests. In any case, a low cost transportation system de-

velopment can be initiated without commitment to a space station as

such.

The supplemental request also includes funds for follow-on

lunar exploration and for an initial commitment (54 Millions in

FY 70) towards continued SV production beyond 515. These two

issues are interlocked. Production of the SV was put in suspension
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last year. The last of the Apollo buy will be delivered this

year; many subcontractors have already been discontinued and

have turned to other business. Clearly it becomes progressively

more difficult to resume production as time proceeds. On the

other hand, there are problems associated with the continued pro-

duction of SV:

(a) Under present circumstances and at low production rates

SV is exceedingly expensive to buy and launch, although

NASA believes the costs delivered to the Cape can be

reduced to about $150 Million as continued experience

identifies the reliable components and permits a relaxa-

tion of test requirements.

(b) The SV is viewed by many as of awkward size, in that it

is too large for efficient use on any missions except to

the moon (it hasn't the velocity to be optimized for heavy

payloads to deep space), yet it is not capable of direct

ascent to the moon with useful manned payloads.

(c) Finally, and most important, early success in Apollo will

leave up to 9 SV-Apollo systems unexpended. Clearly if

the rate at which we wish to use them permits the develop-

ment of a c'leaper or more useful large launch vehicle of

more modern technology before the supply is exhausted, the

wisdom of continued production is questionable.

Thus the decision on the continuation of SV production is

critically dependent on (a) when the Apollo is successful, (b) what

our future requirements for large launch vehicles will be and the

timescale for their development and (c) the rate at which the current
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inventory will be used after the success of Apollo and the ability

to ensure the reliability of hardware held in storage a number of

years. Because of (c) we must give serious consideration to the

plan for both near and long term lunar exploration.

Follow-on Lunar Exploration 

The Panel has long felt that preparations for post-Apollo lunar

exploration were badly overdue, even in 1966 when the PSAC post-

Apollo Goals report was being prepared. It would be singularly

unfortunate to abandon the moon after the first landing and fail

to use our new capability to explore its secrets. Thus we are

deeply concerned by the fact that experimental packages are avail-

able for as many as four manned landings, but virtually no prepara-

tions beyond that have been made that would justify continued manned

missions beyond the first three or four. Needed are mission objec-

tives and plans, scientific instruments, improved mobility and mobile

life support for the astronauts, pin-point and moderate to high

latitude landing capability for the LM, and unmanned spacecraft

support - both logistical and scientific. The urgency of additional

funds for these developments is a function of lead times for their

development, the date of the first Apollo success and the rate and

number of Apollo landings that should be made without waiting for

substantially augmented capability.

We are pleased to note that the Administrator has specified a

particular number of such launchings (three after the initial success),

particularly since OMSF appears to favor the continued repetition of

the Apollo landings at very short intPrvalg anA innnFt-n 
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The question of the interval between lunar landings requires

serious debate. In order to permit each mission to profit from

the scientific results of its predecessor, scientific investigators

need at least six months, perhaps one year between missions. NASA

now feels that the minimum operational requirements for efficient and

safe launch are at least two launches per year, preferably four or

six. This conflict in requirements becomes even more serious if

one seeks to increase scientific return at reduced cost by inter-

spersing unmanned studies of the lunar surface between even more

infrequent manned landings. The results of this debate determine

the rate of use of the existing inventory of SV-Apollo systems,

and thus the date when this inventory is consumed, as noted above.

The launch rate also determines the that augmented lunar exploration

capability and additional scientific preparations are required.

The Apollo launch rate now embodied in the President's FY 70

budget is an interval of only 2.5 months/launch, butthis interval

applies to launches 2,2:-ior to success. Last year NASA presented

a number of program alternatives to BoB, including program 3A

which seemed (and still seems) reasonable to the Panel: a total

of four manned landings at the rate of two per year, making the

last one in early calendar 1971, if first success is obtained in

July 1969. Then the launches would be terminated until the follow-

on capability was in hand, beginning in about mid-calendar 1972 and

continuing at roughly a 6 months launch interval. At this rate

SV 515 would be launched in late '74, early '75. (This is the
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five-launch AAP program would be conducted, thus providing 
some

continuity in manned mission activity.

' NASA now states, in material furnished BOB accompanying 
the

supplemental request that (a) the post-Apollo launch rate
 must be

at least three per year (four launches are completed by
 early 1970),

and that a gap in SV launches is unacceptable, so that the 
remaining

6 SV systems must be launched as an uninterrupted follow-on
, result-

ing in a termination of the Apollo inventory by late 1972
. This

program, if accepted, would clearly require crash effort to 
provide

some scientific payload for the six missions from m
id-1970 to late

1972 and would require immediate resumption of SV pro
duction if

vehicles are required for the space station or any othe
r SV program

starting in early '73. Since these items comprise the supplemental

request it is clear that the case for this plan to la
unch all ten SV's

(506-515) at four month intervals following success 
in July 1969 must

be examined very carefully.

The Panel agrees that the launch interval must be 
stretched out

as much as possible, and believes six month intervals
 to be possible,

even if more costly per launch than a higher rate. 
We are less

certain that the SV launch program can be gapped for a 
year in '71-72

and then resumed without Loss of capability and 
standards of safety.

However, we note that NASA thought this possible a 
year ago and,

further, it is NASA's present intention to do pre
cisely that with

the SIB program, whose laonch facility was secure
d in the summer of

'68, and which will resume operations with the AAP 
in late calendar
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In any case, the Panel does not urge a hiatus in lunar landings

as an end in itself; we only urge that adequate preparations for

the second phase of lunar exploration be in hand before the continua-

tion of manned lunar landings beyond the first four. We are

uncertain whether substantial FY '70 funding is required to avoid

a gap, even at the two per year launch rate recommended, but we

suspect that it is. However, funds in the FY '70 budget might

be found for this purpose without recourse to the supplemental

request by (a) stretchout in the Apollo launch rate (shown in

FY '70 budget as 2-1/2 month intervals on the conservative assump-

tion that success is not achieved by 506) and (b), if needed, by

reprogramming from AAP (for examply, by not preparing the two back-up

missions).

Summary 

We recognize that Dr. Paine's memorandum has identified a

number of the key issues for the high level policy study, but we

do not believe that these issues have to be settled in advance of

the study itself. Regarding supplemental funding for FY '70, we

believe the strongest case can be made for funds to prepare for follow-

on lunar exploration but we hope that the essential elements can be

found by reprogramming within the FY '70 budget in the event of the

success of Apollo 11 next :July. We certainly feel that the requested

policy commitments - to manned lunar and earth-orbital programs -

should not be made unless the President is satisfied with a continu-

ing total space program of about 7 Billions. Also of concern is

the dnal rt.scrInneihilit” .nr nr1,4tal rvsninr,nri
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programs in '71-73 but contains the possibility that both agencies

will want follow-on earth orbital programs for the indefinite future.
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OFFICE OF THE ADMINISTRATOR

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATIONWASHINGTON, D.C. 20546

March 18, 1969
Mr. John D. Ehrlichman
Counsel to the President
The White House

Dear Mr. Ehrlichman:

This is in reply to your request of March 15, 1969, for a description
of present and reasonably probable future activities of the NationalAeronautics and Space Administration in certain areas:

1. Programs Involvina.,Lesislative Enactment - We have notproposed since January 20, 1969, nor do we now contemplate programsrequiring new substantive legislation. NASA's requirements for legis-lation at this time are limited to the annual authorization requiredeach year for our appropriations, and, of course, the appropriationlegislation itself. Our needs here are discussed under the next item.
2. Programs to be Undertaken Pursuant Co Existing Legis-

lative Authority - I have recommended to the President that theauthorizing legislation and FY 1970 Budget request now before Congress
be amended to meet problems and take advantage of opportunities the Ad-
ministration has at this time in the field of manned space flight.Enclosed are copies of my memorandum to the President of February 26, 1969,
and his reply dated March 7, 1969. In accordance with my memorandum and
the President's letter, my recommendations on manned space flight are now
being considered by the Task Group established by the President on
February 17, 1969. This group consists of the Vice President as Chair-
man, Secretary Seamans, Dr. DuBridge, and myself. Chairman Seaborg of
AEC, Undersecretary Alexis Johnson of State, and the Director of the
Budget are participating as observers. The Task Group is now scheduled
to meet Saturday, March 22, 1969, to consider its recommendations tothe President. Concurrently, the Bureau of the Budget is considering
our proposed amendment to the FY 1970 Budget.

It is my hope that a Nixon Administration amendment to the FY 1970Budget will be approved in time for the House Committee on Science andAstronautics to hold hearings before they report out the NASA FY 1970authorization. Hearings on this bill are being completed this weekand we understand the present intention of the Committee is to reportthe bill and attempt to secure floor action prior to the Easter recess.
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3. Reorganization Within the Agency - I am now considering the
need for organizational changes to provide within NASA a strong focal
point to plan and eventually direct our work on the manned space station
project discussed in my memorandum to the President of February 26, 1969.
The nature and timing of this organizational change, and the degree of
its significance from the standpoint of the President, will depend in
part on the decisions of the President on the matters raised in that
memorandum. We will keep your office informed.

With respect to long-range programs, we are developing proposed goals,
objectives, and plans for consideration by the President next fall, or
earlier if he wishes. As the President requested in his memorandum
of February 13, 1969, our long-range plans and proposals will be con-
sidered by the Task Group referred to above with a view to developing
coordinated proposals for the President's consideration by September 1.

We will keep you informed on an "early warning" basis of programmatic
and reorganizational developments in NASA.

Enclosures (2)

Sincerely yours,

C4.4-""•.-54------ -
T. 0. Paine
Acting Administrator
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July 8, 1969

MEMORANDUM FOR

Dr. Willis Shapley
Associate Deputy Administrator
National Aeronautics and Space Administration

Attadied is a rough draft of a proposed working paper to
be discussed at a Thursday meeting at 2:30 in my office
with other executive branch agencies and the FCC.

May I have your comments by telephone either this
afternoon or early tomorrow morning -- to be sure that
the role described for NASA is not totally out of line.

Attachment

cc: Mr. Whitehead
Central Files

CTWIlitehead:ed

Clay T. Whitehead
Staff Assistant

RECEIV9)

JUL 91969

UNIRP,I, FILES
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THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGTON

August 8, 1969

MEMORANDUM FOR

THE PRESIDENT

Subject: President's Meeting with Samuel Hughes

and James Schlesinger, 10:30.a. m. ,

Saturday, August 9, 1969.

Messrs. Hughes and Schlesinger will discuss with

you the status of the $3.5 billion budget cut for

the Fiscal Year 1970. A brief on this subject

is attached.

It is expected that this meeting will be appro
ximately

30 minutes in duration.

1 flc)-5CL-
Ste enrB. Bull

PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL 
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THE
EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENTBUREAU OF THE BUDGETWASHINGTON, D.C. 20503

BRIEF FOR THE PRESIDENT

August 8, 1969

Status of Additional 
$3.5 Budget Cut for Fiscal 1970 

Military Military expenditures for the current year must be

reduced by $3 billion -- from $80 billion to $77

billion -- if we are to live within your $192.9

billion expenditure ceiling for 1970.
Defense representatives believe a $2 billion cut can

be made in nonforce related areas (civilian personnel,

flying hours, etc.). They state that ships, aircraft,

certain military units must be reduced in order to

reduce expenditures another $1 billion. Secretary

Laird wants your specific approval of these force

reductions before he orders them done.
Cuts in 1970 can be imposed in a variety of ways, need 

not be detrimental to overall military effectiveness,

and need not affect announcements you may wish to delay

for congressional, Paris negotiation or SALT talk

purposes. However, steps must be taken immediately,

lest our choices be anticipated and foreclosed by

congressional actions.
Since the cuts in fiscal '71 promise to be more painful

and more difficult, the cut in '70 should be a prelude 

to what we hope to accomplish in '71.
We should decide what we want to do in '71 and make the

'70 cuts to be arranged in such a way that they are

conducive to the force posture and allocation pattern

that we must reach in '71. We recommend you indicate

your longer-run intentions of a further restrictive

goal beyond 1970 so that the choice among the potential

patterns of cuts for this year will contribute to 1971

and later year reductions.

PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL
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Civilian

The attached table shows civilian agency targets.

Repr3Cuce0 M Te N4d1,1,.

The overall reduction target of $4.0 billion, over andabove the $4.0 billion cut in April, and with impoundmentof congressional add-ons, should enable us to achieveyour $192.9 billion commitment. We are also reducinganother 60,000 civilian personnel by next June (morethan half of them in Defense).

Attachment

PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL 
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PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL

August 8, 1969

REDUCTION IN 1970 SPENDING
FOR CIVILIAN AGENCIES

Agriculture 
Refuse to spend some congressional
increases or find offsets for special
milk ($105), Agriculture conservation
program ($73), and Farmers Home loan
and grant programs ($44).

HEW 

Most of the reduction ($175) will result
from constraints on Medicare and Medicaid
costs.

HUD 
At least $150 million reduction is specified
for model cities.

DOT

A $180 million reduction in the Highway
trust fund is made by cutting obligations
in the second, third and fourth quarters
by about half to $600 million. Remaining
cut will be applied widely.

Other agencies
Cuts to be applied generally by the agencies
including some reductions in personnel.

Interior -- mostly reestimates 70
0E0 -- largely manpower programs 50
NASA 50
AEC 50
Labor 20
Post Office -- personnel only 19
AID -- economic assistance 15
Justice -- reflects only expected
reduction by Congress in personnel 6

Other specified cuts in personnel 10

Millions

$100

200

200

280

290

Total reduction, civilian agencies 1,070

PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL
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August 21, 1969

iCIDIMANDLIK Xlt DR. PAINS

IBM I ram FIANIGAN

Thank you for the excellent report on the

KA8A-Contreetor Cost Reduetion Program for the six months

ending December 31, 1968. I understood frm the Bureau

of the DeAliget that both the contractor and internal cost

reduction program of MAMA are among the best in Govern-

ment and have continually achieved impressive results.

As you indicated in your memorandua of Jul/ 28, 1969,

the Bureau of the Budget is now working on strengthening

and broadening the present eost reduction program to Wand*

all aspects of management improvement, of whisk soot reduatio
n

will remain a significant element. I can assure you that

the President intends to continue to emphasise the necessity

for efficiency and economy in Goverment operations aad in

concerns that are doing business with the Government.
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DUE: Date: Friday, December 19, 1969 Time: 2:00 P.M.

SUBJECT: NASA's appeal to the President regarding their FY 1971

budget level.
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For Necessary Action

Prepare Agenda and Brief

For Your Comments

REMARKS:

X For Your Recommendations

Draft Reply

Draft Remarks
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PLEASE ATTACH THIS COPY TO MATERIAL SUBMI TED.

It: you have any questions or if you anticipate a

delay in submitting required material, please

telephone ale Staff Secretary immediately.

0k

R. COLE, JR.
Fo the President
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NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20546

The President

The White House
Washington, D. C. 20500

Dear Mr. President:

December 17, 1969

Faced with the necessity, for fiscal reasons, to reconfigure NASA's

FY 1971 Budget well below the level required for a progressive and

balanced space program, we have taken another hard look at the

implications of a NASA FY 1971 Budget below $4,250 million. NASA

can press forward with a curtailed and spartan program that keeps

the Saturn V rocket in production at a level of $4,075 million. By

suspending Saturn V production, we can reduce this further to a level

of $3,935 million while still retaining a minimum tenable U.S. position

in space during your Administration. At the $3,700 million level pro-

posed in your meeting with Budget Director Mayo, I believe that the

nation's progress in space would not be acceptable to you and, therefore,

must appeal for reconsideration. Let me summarize the impact of these

levels, so the final decisions can be reached with a clear understanding

of the consequences. Supporting details have been provided to the

Bureau of the Budget.

The Space Program I recommend for your Administration is that developed

by the Space Task Group. The STG report has been very well received.

It provides a well-thought-out and flexible United States space pro-

gram with sound long-term objectives which will surely stand the test

of time. The STG Program should become the Nixon Space Program, and,

as a result, I am confident that your Administration will go down in

history as having established man's future in space, both nationally

and internationally. If, because of today's severe fiscal constraints

we must sacrifice some current operations using previously-developed

systems, so be it. The important thing is to press forward now with

our new program, which represents this Administration's initiatives

in space.

At a NASA budget level of $4,075 million, we can produce two Saturn V

rockets per year, thus maintaining production of the free world's only

large booster, developed at a cost of $7 billion. The Soviet Union

is expected to introduce soon a new, even larger rocket with 10-15

million pounds thrust, versus the Saturn V's 7.5 million pounds. The

new Russian rocket undoubtedly will be used to orbit very large
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payloads, although it will not greatly surpass th
e Saturn V in pounds

of payload delivered to orbit because of
 the higher efficiency of our

hydrogen-oxygen upper stages. If we are willing to accept a suspension

of U.S. manned flight activity after 1974
, when Soviet cosmonauts will

probably be carrying out major missions with 
their new big boosters,

we can postpone further Saturn V productio
n now and save $140 million

in the NASA 1971 Budget. Production of the first two stages of

Saturn V will have to be resumed in a few y
ears to launch the first

module of the space station in the late 1970's.
 Stopping Saturn V

production would allow us to cut the NASA Budget 
back to $3,935 million,

which in our assessment is the minimum tenable 
level.

At a FY 1971 budget level of $3,935 million (
with outlays at $3,900

million--representing no increase above 1970), we 
would accept a three-

year gap in U.S. manned space flight from the last 
of the existing Saturn V's

in 1974 to the first test flight of the new space 
shuttle in 1978.

At both the $4,075 and $3,935 million levels, we would 
have to cut a

number of promising scientific and applications projects,
 reduce further

our work in advanced space technology, and incorporate in o
ur plan a

number of other reductions suggested by the Bureau of the 
Budget.

Although these are very serious actions indeed, NASA can st
ill carry out

the following projects of major importance to the nation:

First -- We can make an effective and credible start on 
the key

space station and space shuttle programs that are at the 
heart

of the Space Task Group recommendations. This will clearly focus

the long-term goals of this Administration's space program on

building the bridge to space over which people of many na
tions

will pass in future years to participate in exploration 
and

utilization programs. True international involvement--including

space station modules and shuttle components developed 
by other

countries and foreign astronauts--can result from these 
new

initiatives.

Second -- We can move forward with economically viab
le space

applications in Earth Resources, communications, wea
ther,

navigation-traffic control, and other fields offer
ing prospects

of early substantial practical benefits. This Administration

would be in an untenable position if the space pr
ogram presented

with your 1971 Budget did not contain a balance of
 practical

applications of space that are technically an
d economically

feasible.

Third -- We can carry to completion signif
icant and visible

major programs like the Viking unmanned 
mission to land on Mars
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in the 1973 opportunity, the manned Apollo Application
s orbital

workshop flight in 1972, and other significant bu
t less well-

known and less expensive programs of great scientif
ic value.

Fourth -- We can make very effective use of th
e remaining

Saturn V and Saturn IB vehicles previously procure
d for the

Apollo program. We will change and stretch out the plans on

which our past launch preparations and trainin
g have been based

and fly future missions at the longest interv
als that are safe

and practical. We will complete the first phase of lunar ex-

ploration with only four more Apollo flig
hts: Apollo 13 and 14

in 1970, and Apollo 15 and 16 in 1971. These flights are

essential for a first look at the very di
fferent lunar regions

we can reach with our present vehicles. Apollo 11 and 12 have

shown that areas of the moon thought to be 
quite similar have

surprising differences; the next four flig
hts will undoubtedly

turn up new surprises. In addition, they will keep our manned

flight organization together for the launc
hing in 1972 of the

Apollo Applications orbiting space workshop.
 This spectacular

mission, during which astronauts will be l
iving and working in

space for periods up to 56 days, should p
rovide a new U.S. space

climax in 1972 similar to Apollo 11 in 1969.

Finally -- At the $3,935 (or $4,075) mil
lion level we can avoid

a prolonged suspension of U.S. manned 
flights after the 1972

AAP workshop flight, which would otherwis
e see no U.S. astro-

nauts in space from 1973 to 1978. With FY 1971 provision for

necessary modifications and equipment, w
e can use the last

remaining Apollo hardware to undertak
e significant new manned

missions after 1972, including two or
 three trips to the moon

which would be major advances beyond 
earlier flights. In 1973

a jeep-like electric vehicle can be 
carried to allow U.S.

astronauts to explore--with live te
levision--exciting new terrain

unlike lunar areas previously reached
. The scientific returns

should be great and popular interest 
will be high. Alternatively,

one of the last three remaining Sat
urn V's could be used to

launch a second earth orbiting wo
rkshop.

If the budget were cut to $3,700 
million, U.S. manned flight 

activity

would end in 1972 with an uncertain 
date for resumption many 

years

in the future. We would also have to make f
urther significant and

serious reductions in other important
 programs, as described 

in the

detailed material furnished to the 
Bureau of the Budget. I strongly

urge you to select one of the bolde
r courses at $4,075 milli

on or

$3,935 million, depending on your 
final decision on the desi

rability

of continued production of Saturn
 V's for manned flight 

after 1974.

A hiatus in U.S. manned flights 
from 1975 to 1978 could b

e acceptable
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with an advanced new shuttle and space station in final development,

and U.S. and free world astronauts in training together for future

shuttle and space station operations. I cannot recommend to you,

however, the prolonged suspension of U.S. manned flight operations

after 1972 that would result from a $3,700 million Budget.

In conclusion, let me address two matters which the Director of the

Budget asked that I bring specifically to your#attention:

1. Work at Universities -- NASA does need at least $10 million

of the funds deleted by the BOB for our space work at uni-

versities. These funds are required to support NASA's

current missions and the nation's long-term objectives in

space. Inclusion of these funds is consistent with the

policy Dr. DuBridge discussed with you--with which I agree--

that mission agencies like NASA should continue to support

university work they need done in their fields, while

general support of university science remains a question

for the National Science Foundation.

2. Electronics Research Center -- I believe strongly that NASA

should not be required to close this important Center, and

that it is essential to restore the $17 million in question

to the NASA Budget. Future aerospace operations of greater

reliability and economy require major technical advances

in electronics systems. Nearly half of NASA's Budget is

in electronics, and we must drastically reduce our costs

here--a prime mission of this Center. In addition,

advanced air traffic control is a vital part of future

aeronautical system developments. Non-NASA considerations

reinforce this view. Other agencies face serious long-term

problems whose solutions require advances in electronics

technology. For example, John Volpe and Jim Beggs at the

Department of Transportation have strongly urged me and

the Director of the Budget to maintain NASA's Electronics

Research Center in connection with the NASA-DOT joint work

on vital air traffic control R&D.

Both the university and ERC budget items are included in

the $3,935 million recommendation.

I have written frankly, Mr. President, to lay the nation's space needs

before you in realistic terms. The integrity and reputation that NASA

has painstakingly earned by delivering on extremely difficult tasks

within stated budget and time limits are assets we cannot afford to

diminish. Since 1966 our space program has already been reduced
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$2 billion--a greater percentage than any other sector 
of the Budget.

We have in the last four years reduced direct employment 
on NASA work

from 420,000 down to 190,000. A FY 1971 Budget of $3,935 million will

further reduce nation-wide direct employment on NASA pr
ojects to about

170,000. This is a major decrease in aerospace employment, but one

NASA can live with in this time of austerity.

I believe I would be extremely remiss and do you and your 
Administration

a disservice if I did not place before you as you reach 
these important

decisions on America's future in space the relevant facts, 
consequences,

and potentialities. I firmly believe that no other part of
 your

Administration offers you as fine an opportunity for forw
ard-looking

and timely leadership. It is in this spirit that I request additiona
l

consideration of NASA's Budget. I strongly recommend tha
t you establish

the NASA FY 1971 Budget at $4,075 million or $3,935 m
illion, depending

on your decision to keep the Saturn V in production to 
eliminate the

gap in U.S. manned space flight after 1974. This strong leadership

will have an enduring impact on man's future in space.

I look forward to the opportunity to discuss these 
critical matters

with you at your earliest opportunity. You can be sure that whatever

your decision, the entire NASA organization will cont
inue to do its

very best to ensure that you and the nation are proud
 of the resulting

accomplishments.

Respectfully yours,

C;t0..t...ILP.A........5;1".............tm•srerrrt...r
I

T. 0. Paine

Administrator
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REQUIRED EEEEDIILKoNASA BUDGET AT VARYING LOWER 
FY 1971 LEVELS

NASA Budget Submission (to support STG Report) L11.152.3

1. Apollo/Lunar - Reduce from 3 flights to 2 flights

in FY 1971 and rephace LEPO2 -45

2. Space Station and Shuttle - Reduce funding from

$268M to $1501 - slip completion of Phase B&C -118

3. Reduce Advanced Missious and Supporting Technology

for Manned Space Flight from $2/M to $161 -7

4. Slip Nimbus, ATS FO, and Physics Expiorers, and

reduce Launch Vehicle Cuppori; -23

5. Reduce Nuclear Prograu from $601 to $68.1 -12

6. Reduce SpRce Technology ($1°M) and Aeronautics (on) -15

7. Reduce Sustainl.ng Univarsity. ProgLam ($261 to $11M) 
-75

8. Reduce Technolcgy Utilization from $5A to $44 -1

9. Redm,e Facilities -12

E.053New Tctal

10. Eliminte LEPP2 -40

11. Rev.1,,c Lunar schedule i4H defer modificatimio

until after 10'..2 -95

12. frovLoli fur &tart od 2nd Wor4r;hoprIl at lunar

payload -63 --

13. Reciur:3.it1ton3ina facilitto flom ..:4'/";:4 to $1:! -10

i4. Slip i:educc OSSA 10.a adL-Ainch Vfl.icle Support -24

)5. R:Adce .5?;!ce Tcchnoly cffor::

16. PeJuce OTDA 
-10

1:. - E.c;lete prepoced neq pori.tisms

18. Cofr - Ecti.ece pro-eo3od lacilitien -9

Net; Total Et.C.15

19. Suspoui Satulu V proauctiva

20. ApplZion of FY 1970 Satura V Condo

Neu Ictal

21. Gele;:e ERTS CE,D
22. Apollo Lunar - Delete all 14aifir:ationn, payload

effort, and flitlhr pla.m aYler 1972

-100
-140

azip. 5

-10

-121

23. Delete plans for lid Workshop -29

24. Dclete Oavigation and Traffic Contrel ate/lite -7

25. Delete HELO
-4

26. Reduce Aeronnutica to FY 1970 loycl -20

27. }educe OTDA
.-6

2U. Eliuinate UnLverc;.ty ProgrLm -11

29. Eliminate ERC or LI:calor reduce /wollo/Llinaz -17

flea Total $3.700
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C;ES :..9..nSA BUDGET REWEST

NASA
Submis.sion

NSF S2.10,9:2

Lpollo 1,160.0

AAP
500.2

Saturn V
100.0

L7 22 -:2 60.0

SpLce Station
98.0

Sr..ace Shutf:le 170.0

Ldv. 3./Sup?. Dev.
21.0

t'4.250
Billioa

A _Level 

S-1"/C.0 $.1,..939,1

-25.0 1,15.0
--- 500.2
__- 100.0

-20.0 40.0

-48.0 50.0

-7C.0 100.0

-7.0 14.0

Uorkchop :,42 or Lunar 
-__

SSA 
893.0 -28.0 65.O

Vikin3 2!)0.0 -__ 250.0

Lunar SRT/Data Lal. 
11.0 10 V 11.0

Other L&P 104.9 -__ .(:'4.9

030 A-K 18.7 -_- 18.7

UE-A..0 4.0 '4.0

Physico Explorers 15.4 -.0 11.4

Other r&A 86.9 _-- 86.9

Bioccience Sfli 6.9 ___ 6.9

Planetary B!occience 8.0 -- 8.0

BiccateLlite 1.5 --- 1.5

=3 L-B 41.5 --_ 41.5

EaTS C-D 10.0 _-_ 10.0

EEE Li:craft 13.0 -_- 13.0

ram.us 33.4 4.0 27.4

ATS 55.5 -/0.0 15.5

SLTS P:-...ace B 1.0 _..... 1.0

Eav./Trf. Ccntrq/ 7.0 ___ 7,0

Other Lpplications 57.6 --__ 57.6

Launch Vehicle flard.:-.re 
-1.a --- "., .. :

Launch Vehicle Support 95.1 -i.0Q7 't..i...1

A

c:v4,!0-7_re
---$14-;-025
Billion
Level A

$3.935
Billion
Level A

$3.700
Billion
Level

$-96.0 $1.843.2 $-100.0, $1,743.2 $460.0 $1 3 2--17.2.=_..__

-95:5- 1,040.0 --_ 1,040.0 -121.0 919.0

--_ 500.2 --_ 500.2 __- 500.2

_-_ 100.0 -100.0 --- ---

-40.0 _--

--_ 50.0 -__ 50.0 -__ 50.0

--- 100.0 __- 100.0 --- 100.0

--_ 14.0 -_. 14.0 --- 14.0

+39.0 39.0 --- 39.0 -39.0 ---

-25.0 840.0 --_ 840.0 -21.0 819.0

250.0 -__ 250.0 __- 250.0

-5.0 6.0 --- 6.0 --- 6.0

-_- 104.9 --_ 104.9 __- 104.9

-4.0 14.7 -__ 14.7 14.7

--- 4.0 --- 4.0 -4.0

--_ 11.4 --- 11.4 -_- 11.4

-__ 86.9 --_ 86.9 -__ 86.9

-5.: 1.9 ___ 1.9 --- 1.9

--_ 8.0 ___ 8.0 __- 8.0

-_- 1.5 -_- 1.5 -_- 1.5

-._ 41.5 ___ 41.5 --- 41.5

--- /0.0 -__
.
10.0 -10.0

-2.0 11.0 --- 11.0 _-- 11.0

27.4 --- 27.4 -__ 4/.4

--- 45.5 -,_. 45.5 --- 45.5

-1.0 --_ --- _-- _-_ ---

....._ 7.0 -_- 7.0 -7.0

--_ 57.6 -__ 57.6 --- 57.6

--_ 71.4 -_- 71.4 _-- 71.4

-8.0 79.3 --- 79.3 __. 79...,
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NASA Billion

Submission Lvl

ART $349.0, $-27.0

KERVA 49.0 -94U

Nuclear Stage Studies 3.0 -3.0

Shuttle Technology 57.. C.‘

Space Station Base Tech. 35.n j
Ncar Space Veh. Applic. Sci. 16.5( -10.0

Dcep Space Vehicles 25.4›

/00 kw ro-.4..ar Supply 3.7

Advanced Research
23.0\

0'.:her Space Techno/ogy
Aviation Technology 125.0 -5.0

TDA 318.0 -_-

OITA 25.0 -15.0

OTU 5.0 -.'.0

R&D Total $3,700.2 $-242.0

CofF 90.2 -12.0

R&FA 712.6 a." •

Total NASA 4,503.0 -253.0

Application of FY 1970
Sat V funds ,m MEP dEl, !MP..

Total, Iueget
Authority

2

$4.025 $3.935 $3.700

Billion Billion Billion

Level A Level A Level

LL2121 §:-20.0 302.0 --- $302.0 $-20.0 $282.0 

40.0 ___ 40.0 --- 40.0 ..-- 40.0

--. __ -__ ...... ....- -_-

162.0 -20.0 142.0 -_- 142.0 -__ 142.0

120.0 __- 120.0 --.. 120.0 -20.0 100.0

-10.0 30S.0 _-_ 303.0 -6.0 302.0

l'.0 11.0 11.0 -11.0

4- --- 4.0 -

$3.459.2 $451.0 *3,303.2 -/.00.0 $3,208.2 $-218.0 $2,990.2

78.2 -18.2 60.0 -- 60.0 ... 60.0

712.6 -5.6 707.0 _-_ 707.0 -17.0 690.0

4,250.0 -174.8 4,075.2 -100.0 3,975.2 -235.0 3,740.2

MO MD AO .1•1

••=••=•••

-40.0 -40.0 -40.0

Ltj503.0 -253".0 n4.250.0 S-174.8 $4.075.2 $440.0 §1935.2 S-235.0 $3.700.2
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THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGTON

December 18, 1969

THE PRESIDENT

FROM: Peter M. Flani

SUBJECT: Renegotiation Board Budget Appeal
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The Renegotiation Board has appealed the

$1,152, 000 reduction of its budget. Its budget was

originally approved at $4, 235, 000. The Renegotiation

Board is one agency in government which is more than

fully  self-supporting. Next year it can be expected to

produce $25 to $30 million of revenue through excess

profit determinations. The Board estimates that this

figure will be substantially reduced - - by $12 to $15

million - - if this budget reduction is sustained. I believe

that this estimate of decline in excess profit determinations

is a bit high. However, I do think it is entirely

conceivable that we will loose $10 to $12 million of revenue

by this budget cut.

The jurisdiction of the Renegotiation Board

covers DoD, NASA, and GSA contracts, as well as those of cer-

tain other specified agencies. The Board's current large

volume of work is directly related to the Vietnam buildup.

To lose the revenue which can be generated by an

adequately staffed Renegotiation Board would seem to be

a false economy.

I would therefore support a full restoration of

the Board's budget to the amount originally approved by the

Bureau -- $4, 235, 000.
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Time: 10:25 A.M.

cc (for information): J. Campbell

DUE: Date: Wednesday, December 17, 1969 Time: 2:00 P.M.

SUBJECT: Renegotiation Board's appeal to the President regarding
their FY 1971 budget.

ACTION REQUESTED:

For Necessary Action

Prepare Agenda and Brief

X For Your Comments

REMARKS:

For Your Recommendations

Draft Reply

Draft Remarks

PLEASE ATTACH THIS COPY TO MATERIAL SUBMITT D.

If you have any q-,-.estions or if you anticipate a
cielcty i submitting 'LAC required material, please K. %. COLE, JR.toiephono the Staff Secretary immediately. For -he President
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WASHINGTON, D.C.
20446

December 2, 1969

The Bureau of the Budget has advised us that our budgetrequest for fiscal 1971, originally approved at $4, 235, 000, hasnow been reduced to $3,083,000. The Bureau of the Budget hasfurther advised that, if an appeal is to be made, it must be madedirectly to you.

We estimate that the reduction in the Board's appropria-tion request will require a reduction in force involving 18 percentof its staff and will result in a decline of $12 to $15 million in theBoard's excessive profits determinations in fiscal 1971.

The Board wholeheartedly supports your efforts to reducegovernment spending. We are convinced, however, that an appro-priation of $4, 235,000 would be justified, in view of the substantialincrease in the Board's workload under the impact of the Vietnamconflict.

In the last five years the Board has made excessive profitsdeterminations aggregating more than $100 million. With sufficientpersonnel to handle our increasing activity, we expect the rate ofrecoveries to rise substantially during the next several years.

We will be happy to meet with you or your staff to discussthis matter.

Respectfully yours,

(Signed) Ir. .-,40 ;1 2. Hartylg.Lawrence E. Hartwig
Chairman

-)'

iTppl , ri
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December 2, 1969

The President
The White House
Washington, D. C. 20500

Dear Mr. President:

The Bureau of the Budget has advised us that our buclt
request for fiscal 1971, originally approved at $4, 235, 000, has
now been reduced to $3,083, 000. The Bureau of the Budget ha:,
further advised that, if an appeal is to be made, it must be made
directly to you.

We estimate that the reduction in the Board's appropria-
tion request will require a reduction in force involving 18 percent
of its staff and will result in a decline of $12 to $15 million in the
Board's excessive profits determinations in fiscal 1971.

The Board wholeheartedly supports your efforts to red-,c
government spending. We arc convinced, however, that an appro-
priation of $4, 235,000 would be justified, in view of the substantial
increase in the Boardls workload under the impact of the Vietnam
conflict.

In the last five years the Board has made excessive profits
determinations aggregating mc re than $100 million. With sufficient
personnel to handle our increasing activity, we expect the rate of
recoveries to rise substantially during the next several years.

We will be happy to meet with you or your staff to discuss
this matter.

spectfully yc, :s,

•16. r/
Lawrence E. I-Iartwig

Chairman
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social benefits not now foreseen. These divergent views of

social priority will persist and must be recognized in decisions

on future space activities.

Manned Space Flight

The manned flight program has stimulated public interest far

more than unmanned science or applications programs. There has

been a universal personal identification with the astronauts and a

high degree of interest in their space activities which reached a peak

both nationally and internationally with Apollo. The manned flight

program permits vicarious participation by the man-in-the-street in

exciting, challenging, and dangerous activity. Sustained high interest,

judged in the light of current experience, however, is related to

availability of new tasks and new mission activity - new challenges
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for man in space. The presence of man in space, in addition to its

effect upon public interest in space activity, can also contribute to

mission success by enabling man to exercise his unique capabilities,

and thereby enhance mission reliability, flexibility, ability to react

to unpredicted conditions, and potential for exploration.

While accomplishments related to man in space have prompted

the greatest acclaim for our Nation's space activities, there has been

increasing public reaction over the large investments required to

conduct the manned flight program. Scientists have been particularly

vocal about these high costs and problems encountered in performing

science experiments as part of Apollo, a highly engineering oriented

program in its early phases.

Much of the negative reaction to manned space flight, therefore,

will diminish if costs for placing and maintaining man in space are reduced

and opportunities for challenging new missions with greater emphasis

upon science return are provided.

SERE
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International Aspects 

Achievement of the Apollo goal resulted in a new feeling of

"oneness" among men everywhere. It inspired a common sense of

victory that can provide the basis for new initiatives for international

cooperation.

The U.S. and the USSR have widely been portrayed as in a "race

to the moon" or as vying over leadership in space. In a sense, this

has been an accurate reflection of one of the several strong motivations

for U.S. space program decisions over the previous decade.

Now with the successes of Apollo, of the Mariner 6 and 7 Mars

flybys, of communications and meteorology applications, the U.S. is

at the peak of its prestige and accomplishments in space. Supporting

this position of space leadership has been the expanding Department of

Defense use of space capabilities to support the armed forces. The U.S.

position of over-all leadership in space science is well-recognized by

those involved in space research throughout the world. In addition,

U.S. efforts to pioneer the application of space techniques to the fields

of communications, navigation, meteorology and earth resources provide

a basis for bringing direct benefits from space to a broad segment of the

world' s population.

One of the great strengths of the U.S. space program has been
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its open nature, and the broad front of solid achievement in science

and applications that has accompanied the manned flight program.

The attitude of the American people has gradually been changing

and public frustration over Soviet accomplishments in space, an important

force in support of the Nation's acceptance of the lunar landing goal in 1961,

is not now present. Today, new Soviet achievements are not likely to have

the effect of those in the past. Nevertheless, the Soviets have continued

development of capability for future achievements including possible

dramatic missions of high political impact. There is no sign of retrenchment

or withdrawal by the Soviets from the public arena of space activity despite

launch vehicle and spacecraft failures and the preemptive effect of Apollo 11.

The landing on the moon has captured the imagination of the world.

It is now abundantly clear to the man in the street, as well as to the

political leaders of the world, that mankind now has at his service a new

technological capability, an important characteristic of which is that its

applicability transcends national boundaries. If we retain the identification

of the world with our space program, we have an opportunity for marginal,

yet profound, political effects on nations and peoples and on their

relationships to each other.


